GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT
(TAXI UNIT) BURARI: DELHI

No.DC/TU/2014/DL1YD-7914/5.8.14/57

ORDER

Dated: 8th December, 2014

Whereas, it was reported in the print and electronic media that a heinous crime of rape was
committed in the vehicle No.DL1YD-7910 in the intervening night of 5th to 6th December, 2014 between 11.15
P.M to 12.45 A.M approximately.

And whereas, it has been established from the FIR filed by Delhi Police vide FIR No.1291/2014 dated
6th December, 2014 of IPC in PS Sarai Rohilla the said heinous crime was committed by Shri Shiv Kumar Yadav
s/o Shri Ram Nath Yadav, r/o Blk-C-II, H.No.120, Raju Park, Devli Road, New Delhi, in a tourist taxi No.DL1YD-
7910 operating on permit no.CC/ALL/DL/032, who is also the owner and permit holder of the said vehicle.

And whereas, the said permit holder namely – Shiv Kumar Yadav was plying the said vehicle in
violation of the permit conditions of tourist vehicle, by operating the vehicle locally within NCT of Delhi.

And whereas, the said permit holder namely – Shiv Kumar Yadav has violated the Registration
conditions and provisions of Motor Vehicles Act 1988 and rules framed there under.

And, now, therefore, I, Jaspal Singh, MLO (Taxi Unit), considering the gravity of the case and gross and
unpardonable negligence committed on the part of the permit holder, in exercise of powers conferred upon
me under section 54 of the Motor Vehicles Act 1988, hereby cancel the Registration of the said vehicle
No.DL1YD-7910.

The permit holder Shiv Kumar Yadav is hereby directed to immediately deposit the above said
Registration certificate with pending dues in the Taxi Unit, Burari of the Transport Department, Delhi.

This issues with approval of Chairman, STA.

Jaspal Singh
MLO (Taxi Unit)

Mr. Shiv Kumar Yadav
s/o Shri Ram Nath Yadav
Blk-C-II, H.No.120 Raju Park,
Dehli, New Delhi.

Copy to-

1. PS to Secretary-cum-Commissioner, Transport
3. Dy. Commissioner, Enforcement, Transport Department
4. SHO, Police Station – Sarai Rohilla
5. System Analyst, Transport Department for necessary action.
6. MLO, Taxi Unit, Burari for necessary action.